
Year  3

Pine Class

Week Beginning 26/1/2021



Wind and Wink – Maths
Key words:

division

groups 

share

equal 

dividend 

divisor

partition

What we know already:

Division is sharing into equal groups. 

This means that each group needs to 

have the same amount. 

I know this is 18 ÷ 2 = 9 because there are 18 

butterflies altogether and I have put them into 

groups of 2 and I have 9 groups. 

Step 1: 20 ÷ 2 =

Step 2: 4 ÷ 2 =

Step 3: add the totals 

together

What we need to know:

You can partition a 2 digit number 

and then multiply both parts to find 

the total. 



English:

Today we are going to learn 

about what a limerick poem is. 

We will think about the layout of 

a limerick poem and how the 

tone and tempo of a limerick 

poem changes. 

We need to think about the total 

number of syllables in each line 

so that the limerick poem flows. 

Task: 

Create your own limerick about 

the alien we talked about at the 

beginning of year 3, called Zog. 

VIPERS

Read the poem attached and 

answer the questions.

What type of poem is it? How do 

you know?

Key words:

Rhyme – words that sound similar

Syllables – the beats in a word

Remember to use full sentences and 

challenge yourself to use conjunctions 

and exciting verbs/adjectives. .

Tuesday

26/1/2021
Wider Curriculum

History

Look at the events that happened in ancient Egyptian times. 

Put them in order by thinking about the greatest number as 

this happened further away from today. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZOPWSXMvzI

Maths – children should complete the maths sheet before the video call but not the PowerPoint slides 

as this will be the new learning. 

We are going to be learning about dividing using partitioning. Make sure that you are following the steps: 

partition the number, divide the tens, divide the ones, add the totals together.  

Handwriting –

today we will practise the letter n.

Spellings - The prefix (added to the begging of a word to 

change the meaning) ‘mis’ is added to words to change the 

meaning. This is like ‘dis’ and ‘un’. E.g. miscount – you did not 

count properly.

mislead, mishear, misjudge, miscount, misread

PE: 

https://chipsteadvalley.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/CVPSremotelearning2020-
21/EbR1bTdRn7hHqmAbttbu4MIBRTpuJnRi0EqYNLuBYaqqGg?e=NF4Duy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZOPWSXMvzI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-ups
https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-ups
https://chipsteadvalley.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/CVPSremotelearning2020-21/EbR1bTdRn7hHqmAbttbu4MIBRTpuJnRi0EqYNLuBYaqqGg?e=NF4Duy


A limerick is poem 

that rhymes. Lines 1,2 

and 5 have the same 

rhyme at the end. 

Lines 3 and 4 have the 

same rhyme at the 

end.  



Why is this a limerick?

How many syllables in 

lines, 1, 2 and 5?

How many syllables in 

lines 3 and 4?

There (1) was (1) an (1) old (1) Martian (2) named (1) Zed (1)



There (1) was (1) an (1) alien (2) called (1) Zog (1)
Who (1) was (1) always (2) afraid (2) of (1) frogs (1)

You can make your own limerick by thinking about the total number of 

syllables in each line. 

I have changed some words but made sure that the syllables have the 

same amount: 



Maths



Recap counting in 3s, 4s and 8s

4 x 4 =

5 x 4 = 

7 x 4 = 

8 x 4 = 



3 x 3 =

2 x 3 = 

7 x 3 = 

5 x 3 = 



6 x 8 =

2 x 8 = 

4 x 8 = 

5 x 8 = 



Step 1: 20 ÷ 2 =

Step 2: 4 ÷ 2 =

Step 3: add the totals 

together

Recap partitioning 



26
Step 1: _ ÷ _ =

Step 2: _ ÷ _ =

Step 3: add the 

totals together

26 ÷ 2 =



44
Step 1: _ ÷ _ =

Step 2: _ ÷ _ =

Step 3: add the 

totals together

44 ÷ 2 =



44
Step 1: _ ÷ _ =

Step 2: _ ÷ _ =

Step 3: add the 

totals together

25 ÷ 5 =



Resources



Vipers

Challenge: 
Think of your own 
limerick for the 
poem. 



English

Write your own limerick 
about Zog. 

First think of rhyming 
words: 
Zog, frog, log etc. 

Then count the number of 
syllables in each line:

Lines 1, 2 and 3 have 8 
syllables. 

Lines 3 and 4 have 5 
syllables.

There was an alien called Zog
Who was afraid of a big frog.
He hid in a tree
Because he saw me
Hiding underneath an old log.



Maths 
Use the partitioning 
method to work out the 
answers. Draw your 
part-part-whole models. 

Step 1: 20 ÷ 2 =

Step 2: 4 ÷ 2 =

Step 3: add the totals 

together



Maths  



Handwriting
You do not need to print 
this sheet out. Children can 
write in their books – some 
children may need an adult 
to write the letter or word 
first and then they can 
continue. 



History – key words



Create a timeline of events. A timeline helps us to put 
events in order of the time it happened. BC (before Christ) 
means that this happened a long time ago. The greater the 
number, the longer ago it was.




